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Early humans out of Africa had only base-initial
numerals
One-Soon Her1,2, Yung-Ping Liang2, Eugene Chan3, Hung-Hsin Hsu2,4, Anthony Chi-Pin Hsu1 &

Marc Allassonnière-Tang 5✉

The vast majority of languages have numerals involving multiplication. Cross-linguistically, a

numeral that involves a multiplier and a numeral base can be base-final, e.g., three hundred

[three × hundred] in English, or base-initial, e.g., ikie ita [hundred × three] in Ibibio (Niger-

Congo). A worldwide survey of 4099 languages reveals that 39% of the languages are base-

initial, 48% are base-final, 4% use both orders, and 8% are without numeral bases. As the

first step towards explaining this diversity and worldwide distribution, we offer convergent

evidence to support the hypothesis that the languages of early humans in Africa had base-

initial numerals. From a linguistic point of view, linearization is necessary for the verbal

expression of multiplicative numerals. Between the two linear orders of multiplication, we

demonstrate that the base-initial order has an initial advantage in communicative efficiency.

We also offer typological evidence from the dominant head-initial word order in present-day

numeral systems and nominal phrases in African languages. Finally, results from a phylo-

genetic analysis based on a global tree of human languages show that the base-initial order is

more stable diachronically and more likely to be at the root of the reconstructed tree of

languages in Africa between 100 and 150 thousand years ago. The dominant base-final order

in non-African languages of modernity is thus likely to be a development after the Out-of-

Africa exodus between 60 and 80 thousand years ago.
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Worldwide distribution of base orders

The arithmetic functions of addition and multiplication as
cognitive concepts do not necessarily involve linearization.
However, complex numerals formed by addition and/or

multiplication do require linearization when expressed verbally.
The most common pattern of complex numerals is (n × base)+
m, where m < base and n ≤ base (Comrie, 2013), e.g., three hun-
dred and two, which expresses the arithmetic relation
(3 × 102)+ 2. The commutative property of multiplication dic-
tates that languages may adopt either the base-final order (n ×
base), e.g., three hundred in English, or the base-initial order, e.g.,
ikie ita [hundred × three] in Ibibio (Niger-Congo).

Curiously, while word order variations have been a focal point
of typological studies, the base order parameter has long been
overlooked and regarded as a trivial feature in linguistic typology,
e.g., Comrie states, “The order of elements is irrelevant, as are the
particular conventions used in individual languages to indicate
multiplication and addition” (Comrie, 2013). Consequently, there
were no large-scale surveys focusing on this typological feature. It
is widely recognized that numeral systems are even more
endangered than languages (Comrie, 2007). The documentation
of linguistically and geographically precise information on
numeral systems is thus urgently needed, as many indigenous
numeral systems have lost their uniqueness and converged to the
familiar dominant fully place-valued base-final decimal system
(Freitas and Shell-Gellasch, 2012). Therefore, we conducted a
manual survey of language grammar and relevant literature, along
with an automatic survey of digitized grammatical descriptions.
The manual survey benefited from data from existing surveys on
numeral systems (Allassonnière-Tang and Her, 2020), WALS
(Comrie, 2013), WACL (Her et al., 2022), and especially Eugene
Chan’s site Numeral Systems of the World’s Languages. The
automatic survey was mostly based on automatic searches in the
DReaM Corpus (Virk et al., 2020).

For each language in Glottolog, the research team had to
determine first whether there is sufficient data on the numeral
system it employs. For each of the 4099 languages identified with
sufficient data, we carefully examined the data available and
determined whether its numeral system employs multiplicative
numeral bases at all; if so, whether the word order is consistent; if
so, whether the order is base-initial or base-final. A language thus
belongs to one of these four categories: initial, final, split, and
not_used. In the majority of cases, especially languages associated
with prime cultures, e.g., Germanic and Sinitic languages, or

languages associated with writing systems, the numeral systems
employed have a rather rich inventory of numeral bases with a
clearly identifiable and consistent base order. However, there are
also languages with no multiplicative bases or a rather restricted
set of bases. In such cases, the minimal criterion is that at least
one multiplicative numeral base is employed with at least two
examples of different multipliers. Mandarin Chinese and English
are good examples of base-final languages, e.g., liang bai and two
hundred are both [two × hundred] and san bai and three hundred,
[three × hundred]. A good example of base-initial languages,
besides Ibibio mentioned earlier, is Kilivila (Austronesian), e.g.,
lakatu-yu [hundred × two] and lakatu-tolu [hundred × three]
(Senft, 1986). Rabha (Sino-Tibetan) is a good example of a lan-
guage with both orders, as Rabha has an older base-initial system
and a more recent base-final system (Joseph, 2007). Another
example of such a split system is Rongga (Austronesian), where
multiplicative numerals 20–90 are base-final, and those above 100
are base-initial. Pirahã (Muran) (Everett and Madora, 2012) and
Andegerebinha (Pama-Nyungan) are two examples of languages
without multiplicative numerals at all. Figure 1a for the first time
shows the global distribution of 4099 languages in terms of base
orders, based on an extension of the database in World Atlas of
Classifier Languages (WACL) (Her et al., 2022).

Given the Out of Africa hypothesis (Liu et al., 2006; Haber
et al., 2019; Scheinfeldt et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2017; Mellars,
2006; Gell-Mann and Ruhlen, 2011) and the hypothesis that all
human languages derived from a single earlier language (Gell-
Mann and Ruhlen, 2011; Campbell and Poser, 2008; Atkinson,
2011), a speculative set of hypotheses has been proposed to
explain the distribution pattern in Fig. 1a. First, assuming that
concepts of number and arithmetic may require cultural media-
tion to develop (Núñez, 2017), we hypothesize that given our
current knowledge of early humans out of Africa between 50 and
80 thousand years ago (ka), they already had additive and mul-
tiplicative numerals, both of which are base-initial. The aim of the
paper is to demonstrate that the converging evidence currently
available is consistent with this base-initial hypothesis.

In order to have at least a road map, however tentative, towards
explaining the worldwide distribution of base orders in Fig. 1a, we
venture to further conjecture that the base-initial language groups
out of Africa spread to various parts of the world via vertical
inheritance; later, however, perhaps as late as the last 6000 years,
certain language groups outside of Africa started to switch to

Fig. 1 Worldwide distribution of languages (n= 4099) with different base orders. Red dots represent base-final systems; green dots are base-initial
numeral systems; gray dots are systems without numeral bases; black dots indicate systems with both orders. a shows a worldwide view while b shows
Africa.
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base-final, possibly due to the invention of numerical notations
and/or writing systems. This hypothesis is motivated by the
regularity numbered I5 Chrisomalis put forth in his seminal work
on numerical notations, that all such systems are universally base-
final (Chrisomalis, 2010). These base-final languages then spread
via horizontal diffusion as well as vertical inheritance. Subse-
quently, all present-day base-split systems outside of Africa are
thus in a transitional initial-to-final stage, but the situation in
African languages may be mixed in both directions. Languages
with no multiplicative numeral bases have lost them due to dis-
use. We fully acknowledge that these highly speculative and
contentious claims require enormous further research, which is
beyond the scope of the paper.

This study is thus the first serious step in solving the jigsaw
puzzle in Fig. 1a and addresses the research question of what
evidence is available to support the hypothesis that early humans
Out of Africa had base-initial numerals, not base-final numerals.
To that aim, we will offer evidence from several fronts. First, the
obvious reason is that African languages today overwhelmingly
(84.3%) employ the base-initial order (Fig. 1b). Second, we
demonstrate that the base-initial order offers significant advan-
tages over the base-final order in terms of communicative effi-
ciency when multiplication first emerged in numeral systems.
Third, typologically, the dominant head-initial order in nominal
phrases in African languages today also lends support. And,
finally, we offer support from a phylogenetic analysis based on a
global tree of human languages. The paper is organized
accordingly.

The dominant base-initial order in African languages
Most base-initial African languages belong to a single language
family, Niger-Congo, the largest language family in the world
rooted in Africa (68.5%, 840/1225) (Blench, 2006). These facts
suggest the likelihood that Proto-Niger-Congo (PNC) has base-
initial numerals. The reconstructed base-initial forms of 6, 7, and
9 as ‘5+ 1’, ‘5+ 2’, and ‘5+ 4’, respectively (Pozdniakov, 2018),
where 5, reconstructed as ‘hand’, is a base-initial additive numeral
base, and 20 as ‘person’, thus implying ‘hands (two) feet (two)’. In
the Khoisan family, another ancient language family indigenous
to Africa, six out of 13 are base-initial, and seven are base-final,
likely due to recent contact with colonial languages. Note that the
9% base-final African languages are largely Afro-Asiatic (67.8%
base-final, 78/115), a language family originated either in the
Levant area or in east/northeast Africa with close ties to Western
Asia and the early back-to-Africa migration (Hodgson et al.,
2014). We thus hypothesize that Proto-Afro-Asiatic is base-final
and the base-initial feature is due to contact with Niger-Congo.

With studies of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and the auto-
somes, it is found that the Khoe-San people possess the most
distinct lineage divergence among all human populations (Sle-
busch and Jakobsson, 2018). The Khoe-San split is estimated to
have occurred between 200 and 300 thousand years ago (Slebusch
and Jakobsson, 2018). Besides a Eurasian back-migration through
Egypt between 15 and 10 thousand years ago, there was another
Eurasian back-migration across the Mandab Strait reaching the
Ethiopian Highlands, which is estimated to have occurred around
3000 years before the present era (Slebusch and Jakobsson, 2018).
The group that migrated back from Eurasia assimilated with both
Eurasian and East African genetic lineages in the Ethiopian
Highlands, proceeding southward to reach southern Africa 2000
years before the present era (Slebusch and Jakobsson, 2018). The
Bantu expansion commenced in western Africa around
5000–3000 years ago and reached southern Africa around 1500
years before the present era (Slebusch and Jakobsson, 2018). The
back-migration from Eurasia through the Ethiopian Highlands

left genetic imprints primarily in populations in Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Somalia, eastern Africa, and contemporary southern Africa (Sle-
busch and Jakobsson, 2018). The Bantu expansion, in contrast,
left genetic marks across western, central, and southern Africa
(Slebusch and Jakobsson, 2018).

If those who migrated out of Africa around 50 and 80 thousand
years ago had initially employed a multiplicative base in their
language(s) and this base evolved into a final form outside Africa,
the distribution of initial and final base languages could be
explained by the earlier Eurasian back-migration and the sub-
sequent Bantu expansion. Initially, the back-migration introduced
base-final languages. Subsequently, the Bantu expansion intro-
duced base-initial languages, reshaping the linguistic landscape
from western to southern Africa, thereby intersecting with the
base-final languages. This historical sequence in Africa’s pre-
historic context likely underlies the contemporary distribution of
base-initial and base-final languages. The disjunctive distribution
of base-final languages in Eritrea, the Ethiopian Highlands, and
southern Africa originates from the earlier Eurasian back-
migration, while the continuous distribution of base-initial lan-
guages traces back to the later Bantu expansion. These migrations
contribute predominantly to the present state, with minimal
influence from horizontal diffusion.

The initial advantage
When a multiplicative complex numeral first emerged in the
course of language evolution, a choice between (n × base) and
(base × n) had to be made. Even in the most extreme generativist
view that the fundamental design of language is for thought
(Baker, 2001; Berwick and Chomsky, 2015), the externalization of
language via sensory-motor mechanisms nonetheless affords
humans by far the most powerful means of communication
among all known species. Processing and communicative factors
must thus play crucial roles in the grammar of the externalized
language (Gibson et al., 2013; Kemp et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2020).
We argue that the initial choice of the (base × n) order offers such
an advantage.

Note first that the law of commutativity likewise applies to the
concept of addition, and it is well-established that the existence of
multiplication in a numeral system implies the existence of
addition (Greenberg, 1978), indicating that cognitively addition is
a foundation of multiplication. The order of elements in additive
numerals is thus instrumental to the order of elements in mul-
tiplicative numerals.

Between the two addends in an additive numeral, languages
generally favor the [larger+ smaller] order (Greenberg, 1978; Liu
and Xu, 2019), also known as the Packing Strategy (Hurford,
2007) and the Ordering Principle (Chrisomalis, 2010). The cog-
nitive advantage this order has over the reverse order is this: given
three natural numbers x, y, and z, where x > y and x+ y= z, x
presents the closest approximation of the final product z; giving x
first is thus more conducive for the listener to grasp the ultimate
number the speaker aims to convey. Considering also unexpected
interruptions in speech, the [larger+ smaller] order favoring the
constituent with more information first receives a
communication-based explanation (Gibson et al., 2013; Liu and
Xu, 2019). The [larger+ smaller] order of the two underlined
constituents in [[a dozen] and [one] roses] is preferable over
[[one] and [a dozen] roses], and likewise for [[one hundred] and
[one] guests].

Thus, when humans with a language that had only simple
numerals, e.g., 1, 2,… ,10, first developed the concept of an
additive numeral base, e.g., 10, the natural choice of externalizing
additive numerals is base-initial, hence 10+ 1, 10+ 2,… ,10+ 9.
Note that, besides the advantage of efficient delivery and
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reception of the target number, the base-initial order also allows
minimal disturbance to the existing system, as the newly added
additive numerals, i.e., 10+ 1, 10+ 2,… ,10+ 9, always begin
with the base. Thus, the listener, when hearing a simple numeral,
can be sure that it is the target number. In contrast, base-final
additive numerals, i.e., 1+ 10, 2+ 10,… ,9+ 10, which always
start with a simple numeral, would create uncertainty for the
target number, which can be the simple numeral or the simple
numeral plus a base yet to appear. In our dataset, among the 182
languages that have additive numerals but no multiplicative
numerals, 153 (84%) employ the base-initial order, only 5 (3%)
use the base-final order, 4 (2%) have both orders, and 20 (11%)
have data which are hard to determine. Such an overwhelming
bias favoring the base-initial additive numerals thus receives a
functional explanation. Note also that among the 182 languages,
only 6 are in Africa, 3 (50%) employ the base-initial order, only 1
(17%) use the base-final order, and 2 (33%) have both orders.

Remarkably, to our knowledge, previous works have not con-
sidered the preferable order within a multiplicative numeral
composed with a multiplier n and a numeral base. Logically, the
base-initial order (base × n) is consistent with the [larger+
smaller] principle and enjoys the same advantage of efficient
delivery and reception of the target number. This principle can be
formulated more accurately in terms of the numerical distance to
the target number, as in (1).

(1) The shortest distance principle of number naming

Between the two numerals in an additive or multiplicative
numeral, the one with the shortest numerical distance to the
target number is preferred to appear first.

For example, given the additive number twenty-one as the
target, there are two possible orders between the numbers 20 and
1. In a large-initial order, [[20] [1]], the distance between the
actual number and the first number mentioned is equal to
21−20= 1. In a large-final order, [[1]+ [20]], the distance
between the actual number and the first number mentioned is
equal to 21−1= 20. By comparison, the large initial order is
preferred since it has the shortest distance to the target number.
Likewise, for multiplicative numbers, in the number 20 of a
decimal system, two orders are possible between the multiplier 2
and the base 10. In a base-initial order [[10] × [2]], the distance
between the actual number and the first number mentioned is
equal to 20−10= 10. In a base-final order, [[2] × [10]], the dis-
tance between the actual number and the first number mentioned
is 20−2= 18. The base-initial order is preferred since it has the
shortest distance from the actual number. This amounts to an
efficient strategy to consistently offer the best approximates of the
target number until the target is reached.

We thus argue that when early humans with a language that had
only simple numerals, e.g., 1, 2,… ,10, and additive numerals, e.g.,
11, 12,… ,19, first developed the concept of a multiplicative
numeral base, e.g., 10, the natural order in externalizing multi-
plicative numerals is base-initial, e.g., 10 × 1, 10 × 2,… ,10 × 9. An
additional significant advantage of such a numeral system is that all
complex numerals, whether additive, e.g., 10+ 3, or multiplicative,
e.g., 10 × 3, or a combination of both, e.g., 10 × 3+ 3, begin with the
base. Thus, the listener, when hearing a simple numeral, can still be
sure that it must be the target number. This allows the simple
numerals, which are undoubtedly the most frequently used
numerals in any numeric society (Kemp et al., 2017), to remain
straightforward and unambiguous. Again, in contrast, base-final
multiplicative numerals, e.g., 1 × 10, 2 × 10,… , 9 × 10, on the other
hand, would create considerable ambiguity for the listener when
they hear the first numeral. For example, given a limited base-final
decimal numeral system ranging from 1 to 99, hearing the numeral
3 gives three possibilities: 3, 30, and 33.

However, we acknowledge that the preference for the base-
initial order depicted above would benefit tremendously from
psycholinguistic experimental evidence. Here, we find the study
by Cooperrider et al. (2017) as an inspiration. Such a study would
certainly require significant time and effort and deserves a
separate paper. We therefore leave it as a future study, for which
we are actively seeking collaboration.

We further note that having both additive numerals and
multiplicative numerals in a base-initial order, e.g., 10+ 2 and
10 × 2, may create ambiguity between addition and multiplication
if neither operation is overtly marked, as both would appear as 10
immediately followed by 2. Thus, the account proposed above
predicts that such a numeral system should at least mark either
addition or multiplicative to avoid ambiguity. Greenberg
observed that overt expression of the operation of addition, called
‘link for addition’, is rather frequent but rarely for multiplication
(Greenberg, 1978). Among the 153 languages with only base-
initial additive numerals but without multiplicative numerals, 121
(79%) overtly mark addition already. Within the 3 African lan-
guages among the 153, 2 mark addition. These facts suggest that
base-initial languages can easily remedy this possible drawback.

Arguments based on the cognitive and communicative
advantages of the base-initial order lend support to the hypothesis
that early humans employed only base-initial multiplicative
numerals, and this feature has largely remained stable in Africa,
while elsewhere, many languages flipped the order, possibly due
to the invention of numerical notations and subsequently writing
systems, a speculative hypothesis currently under intensive
investigation by the research team.

This transition from the base-initial to base-final order may
stem from human working memory coupled with visual symbols
aiding decipherment. For instance, consider symbol for 10;
decoding involves recalling its numeral and count-
ing. Two approaches emerge: recalling then counting, or
counting symbols then recalling . For the base-initial order, the
decipherment involves the recollection of the symbol for 10
and the counting sequence “10; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,…,60”, where the
base “10” is separated by “1” to “5” in the counting sequence. For
the base-final order, the counting sequence directly places the
numeral count “6” before base “10” as “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 10…60”.
The base-final order requires less working memory load, distin-
guishing it from the base-initial order.

The head-initial order
Word order typology offers additional support, as the order
between a head and its modifier within a nominal phrase tends to
be consistent. Base as the head in a multiplicative numeral and
noun as the head in a nominal phrase are expected to be syn-
chronized. Thus, if the noun-head order is initial at the root, it
strengthens the probability of also having base-initial order at the
root. Taking the order of nouns and adjectives as an example, in a
nominal phrase formed by an adjectival element (Adj) and a noun
(N), e.g., strong women, N is seen as the head of the phrase, while
Adj serves as a modifier. It has long been recognized that between
a numeral (Num), including numerical quantifiers, and the
quantified noun, e.g., three women and many children, the relation
is also modifier-head, like the Adj–N relation, as seen in the
parallel among these three phrases: strong women, three women,
and three strong women, the only difference is that numerals
quantify nouns and adjectives qualify them (Stampe, 1976). The
modifier-head relation likewise exists within a multiplicative
numeral, where the multiplier n quantifies the numeral base. The
word dozen in English in fact can be used as a numeral base as
well as a noun, e.g., three dozen roses and three dozens of roses,
respectively. Thus, given the dominant head-initial order within
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multiplicative numerals in African languages, a comparable pre-
valent head-initial order of N–Adj is also found (see Fig. 2).

Multiple analyses show that the order of numeral bases is sig-
nificantly harmonized with the order of adjectives and nouns, not
only within languages spoken in Africa but also at the global level.
We first use a Chi-square test and a logistic regression as repre-
sentatives of non-parametric and parametric tests to assess if the
distribution of base order and adjective order is significantly dif-
ferent from a random distribution and if this difference has a large
effect size. Second, we use generalized linear mixed models (Bates et
al., 2015) to assess if there is a significant interaction between base
order and adjective order as fixed effects. In this process, we control
for language family and geographic area by setting these variables as
random effects. Finally, we use conditional inference trees (Hothorn
et al., 2019) to extract the hierarchical interaction between the
variables. Conditional inference trees are an algorithm of decision
trees that use a recursive binary split of the dependent variables. At
each step, the algorithm uses a permutation test to evaluate the
association between predictors and the response variable. The
predictor with the strongest association is used to perform a binary
split on the response variable. This procedure is repeated until the
data cannot be split further. During this process, we did not con-
duct cross-validation since conditional inference trees use permu-
tations, which can be considered to fulfill cross-validation. We
compare the predictive performance of the generalized linear mixed
models and decision trees with the majority baseline, which is what
a model would get by randomly guessing that all tokens of the data
set belong to the largest category, i.e., base-final (0.48).

At the global level, the Chi-square test (X2= 217.98, df= 3, p-
value < 0.001) indicates a medium-large effect size (Cramer’s
V= 0.47) for the harmonization between the order of adjectives
and numeral bases. Logistic regression predicting base order with
adjective order shows that a language is 18 times more likely to be
base-initial if it is N-initial. Generalized linear mixed models
controlling for family and macroarea as a random effect also
show that the model predicting base order with adjective order is
significantly better than a null model (AIC 551 vs. 641, p-
value < 0.001). The model considers that the N-initial order is
positively associated with the base-initial order (Est.= 3.3514,
Std. error= 0.4293, p < 0.001, R2= 0.6). Furthermore, conditional
inference trees predicting base order based on adjective order also
show that the N-initial order can predict the base-initial order

with an accuracy significantly above the majority baseline (0.61
vs. 0.50). Decision trees additionally trained with family and area
information along with adjective-order still show that the
adjective-order is relevant for predicting base-order (accuracy
0.79 vs. majority baseline 0.50). The prediction is thus borne out
that African languages today overwhelmingly follow the N-initial
order, producing a harmonization between numeral bases and
nouns. This suggests that the nominal phrase in the languages of
early humans was consistently head-initial. We shall now employ
phylogenetic methods to further test the base-initial hypothesis.

Phylogenetic analysis
For the phylogenetic analysis, we use the world tree sample gen-
erated by Bouckaert et al. (2022). On the one hand, we consider
the world tree sample pruned by keeping all the languages that are
available in our data set. On the other hand, we extract a subset of
the world tree sample by filtering languages located in Africa based
on Glottolog coordinates (Hammarström et al., 2022). This
reduced tree sample is used to conduct phylogenetic analyses on
African languages. Finally, we conduct a second filter on both tree
samples (world and Africa) to keep only languages for which we
have data for both base order and adjective order (including only
final and initial orders). A simplified view of the world tree with
the languages included in the analysis is shown in Fig. 3. Addi-
tional data and code are available in the supplementary materials.

For reconstructing the order of base at the root of both tree
samples (world tree and tree with languages in Africa), two
methods are used. First, we conduct ancestral character estima-
tion (Paradis and Schliep, 2019), in which we consider an equal-
rates model with discrete characters. The method is expected to
infer the probability of each base-order at the root of the tree
samples. Second, we use reverse jump Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (Gowri-Shankar and Rattray, 2007), which gives not only
the probability of each base-order at the root of a tree sample but
also the transition rates between each base-order. This procedure
uses a Continuous Time Markov Chain process that considers
possibilities of reversed change between base orders, i.e., the
model not only scores the probability that a language switches
from base-initial to base-final, but it also scores the probability
that a language switches from base-initial to base-final but re-
switches to base-initial later on. The parameters are set with

Fig. 2 Worldwide distribution of languages when comparing the alignment of numeral bases and adjectives in the noun phrase (Dryer, 2013). Red dots
indicate languages with base-final and N-final orders. The green dots indicate languages with base-initial and N-initial orders. The black dots indicate
languages with base-final and N-initial orders. The blue dots indicate languages with base-initial and N-final orders..
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1,000,000 generations and the first half being discarded as a burn-
in. The sample frequency is set to 1000 iterations, which results in
an output of 500 iterations. The stepping stone sampler is set with
100 tones and 1000 iterations per stone to estimate the marginal
likelihood.

The output of both methods is compared to assess the
robustness of the results. Then, to assess the correlated evolution
between base order and adjective order, we combined the status
of both variables for each language. For example, if a language is
base-final and N-final, it is assigned the vector of [11]. If it is
base-initial and N-final, it is assigned [01], among others. We
then use reverse jump MCMC to assess the transition rates
between the four possible states, i.e., [11], [10], [01], [00]. Two
models are compared: an independent model that assumes no
interaction between base order and adjective order and a
dependent model that infers a correlated evolution between base
order and adjective order. We use Bayes factors (Burnham and
Anderson, 2002) to evaluate which model better explains the
variance in the data. If the independent model is preferred, we
can then infer the transition rates between the four states to
visualize what are the correlated evolutionary trends between base
order and adjective order. Additional data and code are available
in the supplementary materials.

Both results suggest that the phylogenetic signal is not strong
partially due to the uncertainty of the world tree sample, but that
the presence of initial base order at the root of both the world tree
sample and the Africa tree sample is more likely. Across the trees
of the sample, while ancestral character estimation cannot suc-
cessfully distinguish the most likely status at the root (between
base-final, base-initial, mixed, none), the mean probability of
having base-initial at the root is consistently the highest (but not
by much) when using reverse jump MCMC at the worldwide level
(p= 0.251) and in Africa (p= 0.251), respectively. This prob-
ability is significantly higher than the probability of having base-

final numerals at the root when using a t-test with Bonferroni
correction. Second, we use reverse jump MCMC to infer the
likelihood of correlated evolution between base order and
adjective order in the world tree sample and the Africa tree
sample. The results at the worldwide level show that the depen-
dent model is more likely than the independent model with very
strong evidence (Log marginal likelihood of the dependent
model=−522.3302, log marginal likelihood of the independent
model=−548.5822, Bayes factor= 52.50392). Strong evidence
supporting the dependent model is also found when considering
languages in Africa (Log marginal likelihood of the dependent
model=−127.5091, log marginal likelihood of the independent
model=−134.2548, Bayes factor= 13.49136). The reverse jump
MCMC also shows that the combination of base-initial and
N-initial orders is more likely at the root of the world tree (mean
probability= 0.261) and in African languages (mean
probability= 0.253). In terms of transition rates, the reverse jump
MCMC shows similar results on the world tree sample and the
tree sample considering African languages: the order of numeral
bases and adjective order tends to be harmonized as either final or
initial. However, in the Africa tree sample, the base-final and
N-final combination is less stable than the base-initial and
N-initial combination. The order of the adjective and the noun is
likely to switch from N-final to N-initial. At this stage, the order
can go back to be harmonized as final or initial. Nevertheless, if
the order is harmonized as base-initial and N-initial, it is less
likely to change.

Conclusion
We hypothesized that the base-initial order in additive and
multiplicative numerals is more likely to be at the ancestral state
of languages worldwide. This hypothesis is supported by evidence
from two perspectives. First, the shortest distance principle sug-
gests that larger numbers are more likely to be said first in
additive and multiplicative numerals, which supports the pre-
sence of base-initial systems at the emergence of multiplicative
numerals. Second, synchronic and diachronic evidence from
worldwide languages suggests that the order of the head in a
nominal phrase is highly harmonized with the order of the
numeral base, supporting the presence of head-initial and base-
initial orders at the root of worldwide languages and thus lan-
guages in Africa. We expect that this research will contribute to
the discussion of the origin and evolution of human languages.

Data availability
The data, the R code, and the full output of the models used in
this study are available at the following repository: https://osf.io/
wqhk7/?view_only=9dce74309890444ebccd515964d5c2a3 .
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